
Minutes for Tech Committee Meeting 

July 17, 2014 

In attendance:  

Ryan McCloskey (BER), Dave Krolak (DEN), Charlie Sellinger (OLIS), Jason Kowzun (OLIS), Betsy Kanouse (DEN), Rob 
Tambini (RAN), Colleen Hartman (CHS), Hilde Levine (BUT), Therese McClachrie (RIV), Jan Perrier (MNB), Ellen Osborne 
(ROX), Rachel Burt (LPK), Peggy Bulfer (MTL), Marygrace Luderitz (LHT), Robert Daniher (CHA/MAD), Jay Chaterjee 
(CHA), Amy Puskas (WIP), Pierre Rosen (ROC) 

1. About OLIS 

OLIS will continue to support MAIN Libraries through the end of the year. 

 
2. Group Purchase Order 

There was a lot of discussion regarding the Group Purchase Order.   

HP PCs: Libraries have the option to purchase HP computers directly from the HP rep using the specs that will be released 
after initial testing of the purchasing process and deployment process is done.  There have been two Libraries that purchased 
from HP and OLIS has purchased a Demo PC as well.  After OLIS has loaded the image on PC that arrives first, the Tech 
Committee will plan to do some testing.  

Dell PCs: Libraries have the option to purchase Dell Optiplex 3020s directly from Dell using the specs from the PC that was 
purchased earlier this year and have OLIS image those PCs.   

With Dell and HP, the ordering and billing will be handled by individual libraries and OLIS will image the PCs at the libraries. 

OLIS agreed to install Google Chrome as an optional browser on upcoming images.  OLIS agreed to let Tech Committee 
know once an HP image has been developed so that Tech Committee members can perform testing on PCs. 

 
3. Direction of Technology Committee 

a. Facebook group? 

There was a little enthusiasm among the Tech Committee to develop a Facebook group.  A broader discussion took place 
about the need for the Tech Committee to be an available resource to its members and MAIN Libraries as a whole to be able 
to help answer technical questions.  Concerns were raised that a Facebook group might replace using the Tech Committee 
email listserv and would exclude those who do not use Facebook.  This was addressed by suggesting that the Facebook group 
would be an optional/added channel of communication; not a replacement to the listserv and that a member of the Facebook 
group could post about an issue by email if it’s determined the issue that might be relevant to more Libraries.  It was suggested 
that we try the Facebook group and get rid of it at the end of the year if it proves to be not of value.   

b. What’s in your Data Closet? 

An initiative may start as soon as September to help Libraries be able to identify various equipment in their Data Closet.  
Charlie offered to provide some material that would help with the identification process.  There seems to be an interest among 
MAIN Libraries to have this educational opportunity provided by the Tech Committee.   
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4. Old Business 

Dave urged Tech Committee members to be sure to bring up questions or topics to talk about, even if they’ve been talked 
about before and need clarification or to be expanded on. 

There was a reminder that there are a limited number of Polaris seats/licenses available and that we are approaching that 
number.  If Libraries are adding or removing staff computers that have a Polaris license (terminal ID), they should let OLIS 
and the Tech Committee know.  It is important that we do not install Polaris haphazardly on any computer and potentially 
exceed the number of licenses allotted to us. 

 
5. New Business 

The Tech Committee will be asking Planning Council for $2,000 to be used for hardware or software purchases, for testing or 
otherwise, that the Tech Committee may wish to pursue in the 2015 Calendar Year. 

A general discussion took place about the possibility of Libraries replacing public PCs with portable devices or smaller maybe 
even lower powered computers.  Rob Tambini mentioned his experience speaking with a Lenovo vendor at ALA and being 
introduced to the Lenovo TinyPC.  He urged all of us to take a look. 

 

Next Meeting: August 1st @ 9:30AM; Morris County Library 

 


